
Dear customer.

Thank you for your order.
The microfilm you,are receiving comes off the microfilm processing
machine in such a way that the end of the film is what you see first.

The indicator that is at the very end will show you which way is the
correct readable side and direction of the film. All the indicators line up

going in the correct direction of the film.

For prayer wheels; since the end of the film is coming off the reel first,
you will need to re-wind it around your prayer wheel shaft clockwise so

that when you spin the prayer wheel the mantras are not going

backwards. If you re spool it clockwise then the prayers will be going
the correct direction when your prayer wheel is spun clockwise.

If you simply place this film, as it is, inside a prayer wheel then the
mantras will be getting spun backwards. If you intend on making prayer

wheels that accommodate these sized rolls you can order your film to

be spooled going in the other direction so you can simply drop the film

into your prayer wheel canister, as is, and have the mantras going in

the right direction. There is a $10 charge to re-reel as this is a time
consuming job. But we are happy to offer you this service if you need it.

For stupas and statues, if the whole spool is simply being placed inside

a stupa or statue no re reeling needs to happen. But if you are needing

to make smaller rolls for the use in small stupas and statues then you

would want to spool the film counterclockwise into smaller portions.
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